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A coupled nonlinear system describing the vibrations of a shallow thin spherical
shell is considered. It is shown that if the ``thickness'' parameter hrr is large with0
respect to the ``shallowness'' parameter Q s r rR, then the dissipative feedback0 0
applied at the boundary of the shell causes the energy of the system to decay to
zero at an uniform rate. The limitations on the values of these physical parameters
are confirmed by the static nonlinear theory which predicts, for small values of the
 .thickness parameter, the existence of multiple equilibrium states everted states .
Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
0.1. Thin Shells
 .Let r, u , h be a system of spherical coordinates. Given two positive
 .numbers R and h where R G h, we consider the region C [ r, u , h ;
4R y h F r F R q h, 0 F u F u - p , 0 F h F 2p and we suppose C is0
the reference configuration of a thin elastic spherical shell of uniform
thickness 2h, and R is the radius of its middle surface. In this paper we
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consider only the axisymmetric deformations of the shell, thus all displace-
ments and stresses are independent of h; moreover, the classical hypothe-
ses of Kirchhoff type are assumed: radial material fiber remains both
orthogonal to the middle surface and unstretched. The above assumptions
 w x.suggest see B-R-K, G-R-V, P-R-S-V to look for displacements u s
 .u , u , u having the formr u h
u r , u , h s w u .  .r
R y r d
u r , u , h s u u y u u q w u .  .  .  .u R du
u r , u , h s 0, .h
 .  .where u u and w u are the middle surface displacements in the u and in
the negative r directions. Accordingly, the nonvanishing components of the
nonlinear strain tensor D are
R y r R y r
0 0 0 0D s D y K and D s D y K ,uu uu uu hh hh hhR R
where
21 du 1 d
0D s y w q u q w , 0.1 .uu 2 /  /R du du2 R
1
0D s u cot u y w 0.2 .  .hh R
1 du d2 w
K s q 0.3 .uu 2 /R du du
1 w
K s u q d cot u . 0.4 .hh  /R du
For Saint Venant Kirchoff material the stored energy density, depending
on two elastic constants m and l is
l 2T< <s [ m trace D.D q trace D .
2
and the associated strain energy functional is
I [ s . 0.5 .H
c
In the dynamic case, all these quantities depend on time t, and we must
consider the total kinetic energy and the body which we suppose of
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constant density d :0
1 2 2Y [ d u q u . 0.6 .  .  .H0 r ut t2 c
 .  .Integrating 0.5 , 0.6 over the latitude and the thickness and adhering to
a common practice to neglect the twisting terms we obtain
h3u u0 03I f 4p R h s sin u du q s sin u du 0.59 .H H1 2 /30 0
with
1 220 0 0 0s s 2m q l D y D q lD ? D .  .  .1 uu hh uu hh /2
1 220 0 0 0s s 2m q l K q K q lK ? K .  .  .2 uu hh uu hh /2
and m ) 0, l q m ) 0. Moreover
22h dwu02 2 2Y f 2p d h R u q w q u q sin u du . 0.69 . .H0 t t  /3 du0 t
The equations of the motion can be deduced by the first variation of the
integral
t2 Y y I dt. 0.60 .  .H
t1
After some manipulations we arrive at the following system of differential
 .equations in 0, u0
21 h dw
d R sin u u q u q0 t t 2  /3 duR tt
d 1 h2Ä Äs S sin u q M sin u 0.7 .2 /du 3 R
2 Ä1 h S dwÄ Äy T cos u y N cos u y u q sin u2  /3 R duR
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21 h d dw dw
d R sin u w y u q q u q cot u 0.8 .0 t t 2  /  / 53 du du duR tt
21 h d d Ä Ä Ä Äs y M sin u y N cos u q T q S sin u .  .23 du duR
Äd S d
q u q w sin u , / /du R du
where
Ä 0 0 Ä 0 0S s 2m q l D q lD T s 2m q l D q lD 0.9 .  .  .uu hh hh uu
Ä 0 0 Ä 0 0M s 2m q l K q lK N s 2m q l K q lK . 0.10 .  .  .uu hh hh uu
We shall next analyze the boundary conditions.
 .In order that the first variation of the functional 0.60 vanishes identi-
cally, we must require that the following condition will be satisfied at the
boundary
21 h dÄ Ä Ä ÄS d u sin u q y M sin ud w y d w M y N cos u .2 3 duR
 4d d w dw .Ä ÄqM d u q sin u q S u q d w sin u5  / /du du
0u21 h dw
q d R u q d w sin u s0 0.11 .02  /3 ddR tt 0
for all admissible variations d u, d w with
d u u , t s d u u , t s d w u , t s 0. .  .  .1 2 2
The boundary conditions at u s 0 follow by the parity properties of axially
symmetric solutions; they imply in particular
lim M y N s 0. .
uª0
At u s u natural boundary conditions are chosen in order to satisfy the0
 .condition 0.11 .
 .  .The differential equation 0.7 , 0.8 describe the vibrations of thin
elastic spherical shells. The corresponding equations for the case of
shallow shells, i.e., where u is small enough, are obtained by replacing0
 .  .cot u by 1ru in 0.7 , 0.10 .
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The resulting differential system in the new variable r s Ru is
de w9 e¡
du q V s L u y 1 q d q L V .  .  .t t t tR R R
1 1 y d SV .
q V 9 q V V y /2 r R~ 0.12 .V e 1 q d ur 9 .  .
dw y e V 9 q s y L V r 9 q .t t r r R rt t
2 1 q d 1 1 q d VSr 9 .  .  .2y w q V q , .¢ R 2 R r
where
1 l d 1 y d .02e s h , d s , d s ,
3 l q 2m 2m
u9 u
L u s u9 q y , . 2r r
s u 1 u2S s u9 y 1 q d q d q V , V s q w9 .  .
R r 2 R
and the prime distance denotes the first derivative with respect to r. For
 .physical plausibility w assume that d g y1, 1r2 .
1.1. The PDE Model
Based on considerations in the previous subsection, we are led to
consider the model of a dynamic thin and shallow elastic spherical cap
described by the following system of nonlinear equations in the variables u
 .and w representing meridional and radial displacements and defined in
 .  .Q ' 0, r = 0, ` ,0
de 1 q g e
2du q V q b r u y Lu q w9 y L V .  .t t t t 1 tR R R
1 1 y g VS
y V 9 q V V q s 0 1.1 . /2 r R
V e 1 q g u
2dw y de V 9 q q b r w q L V r 9 y r 9 .  .t t 2 t  / /r r r Rt t
2 1 q g w 1 V 2 VSr 9 .  .
q y 1 q g y s 0. 1.2 .  .2 2 R rR
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 .t, r g Q and 9 denotes differentiation with respect to r, and V ' urR q
1 2w9, S ' N q g N ; N ' u9 y wrR q V ; N ' urr y wrR. Here R de-0 02
notes the radius of the middle surface, g is a Poisson's modulus which
1 2 .   ..belongs to the interval y1, , d ' d r 1 y g E where d is the0 02
density of E-Young modulus. The constant e is proportional to the square
1 2of thickness h, i.e., e s h . The second order operator L is given by the2
formula
1 u
L u ' u0 q u9 y ; r g 0, r . .  .02r r
 .  .The functions b g L 0, r represent a weak light damping in thei ` 0
system and they are assumed to be positive not necessarily uniformly
.  .  w x.positive on 0, r i.e., b ) 0 a.e. in r g 0, r .0 i 0
w x  wThe above model has been derived from B-R-K see also G-R-V,
x w x.P-R-S-V , and, in the linear case, Lo , subject to the ``shallowness''
 .  .assumption Q ' r rR < 1. With Eqs. 1.1 ] 1.2 we associate boundary0 0
conditions representing moments and forces applied to the edge of the
shell.
u r s 0 s 0; w r s 0 s 0; w9 r s 0 s 0; 1.3 .  .  .  .
and at r s r0
S s g ;¡ 1~eV9 s g ; 1.4 .2¢eL V y VS y eV s g . . t t 3
Remark. One could also consider other types of homogeneous bound-
 .  .  .ary conditions: For instance, u r s 0 s 0, V r s 0 s 0, LV r s 0 s
0. This change will not affect, in any substantial manner, our analysis.
 .Here, functions g g L 0T are control functions acting as momentsi 2
and shears applied to the edge of the shell.
 .Boundary conditions at r s 0, other than the ones given in 1.3 , can be
considered as well.
The main goal of this paper is to select appropriate feedback controls
which would cause the energy of the system to decay to zero at a uniform
rate. Our choice of nonlinear feedback controls is
¡g s yf u y u .1 1 t~g s yf V . 1.5 .2 2 t¢g s f w , .3 3 t
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where the functions f are assumed continuous, monotone increasing, andi
 . 2  . 2 < <such that f 0 s 0, M s F f s s F M s for s G M ) 0, where M is ai 2 1
given positive constant.
We shall prove that with the above selection of feedback controls, the
 .  .energy of the system 1.1 , 1.2 decays uniformly to zero, as t ª `,
provided that the value of the ``thinness'' parameter hrr is sufficiently0
w xlarge. On the other hand, if hrr is small, it is known G-L, P-R-S-V that0
 . the steady state problem with zero load admits multiple solutions in
addition to the state zero being equilibrium there are other states minimiz-
ing potential energy; in this case the energy is represented by a nonconvex
.functional which leads to the so-called ``everted'' states . In view of the
above, our result on stabilization is in agreement with physical interpreta-
tionrbehavior of the system.
As to the literature relevant to the problem considered in this paper, we
note that though the problem of stabilization of linear and nonlinear plate
models have received a great deal of attention with many results published
 w x w xsee Lag1, Lio1 and references therein, B-L, H-L1, H-L2, P-T , etc., very
little has been done for the case of the shell's models. Indeed, the only
control theoretic results we are aware of in the case of linear models are:
 .i exact controllability subject to the restrictions on the size of R estab-
w x  . lished in G-L-V , and ii uniform stabilization without any restrictions on
. w xthe value of the parameters proved in L-T-V . Thus, our work on the
stabilization of the nonlinear shell's models appears to be the first result in
this area. It should be noted that a nonlinear problem, in the case of the
shell's models, is very different from the linear one, due to the intrinsic
 . lack of uniqueness for the stationary zero load model unlike the plate
.  .case! . Moreover, the fact that the principal part of the operator in 1.1 ,
 .1.2 has nonconstant coefficients and there is a strong coupling between
 .  . Eqs. 1.1 , 1.2 renders the analysis in terms of the techniques and
.the results obtained much more complex with respect to the
 w x.techniquesrmethod developed for plates and waves e.g., Lag1, Lio1 .
1.2. Energy Functional
w xFollowing G-L-V , we define the spaces
f ’U ' U ' f : g L 0, r ; f9 r g L 0, r and f 0 s 0 , .  .  .1 2 2 2 0 5’r
’H ' H ' c ; c r g L 0, r , . 40 2 0
W ' W ' c ; c g H ; c 0 s 0, c 9 g U 4 .2
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supplied with the norms
2
r f0 22 2< < < <f ' f ' q f9 r dr .U 1 H1 r0
r02 2 2< < < <f ' f ' f r dr .H 0 H0
0
Remark 1.1. Notice that the trace at r s 0 is a bounded operator with
< <respect to norm, hence the boundary condition in the definition of U2 1
is well defined. Indeed, this follows from
2 2
r r rf f0 0 02 2< <f9 q r dr F 2 f9 r dr q dr F 2 f , .H H H U /f r0 0 0
combined with
2 2
r r r rf f0 0 0 02
f9 q r dr s f9 r dr q dr q 2 f9f dr .H H H H /r r0 0 0 0
r r
2f0 02 2 2s f9 r dr q dr q f r y f 0 , .  .  .H H 0r0 0
which yields
2
r f0 2 22 2 2 < < < <f 0 F f r q f9q r dr Ff r q2 f F C f . .  .  .H U U0 0 1 1 /r0
1.6 .
The last inequality results from the Sobolev Imbeddings at r s r , i.e.,0
2 . < < 2 1 < < 2  1f r F C f F C f for some d ) 0 the topology in H isH d , r . U0 0 1
 ..equivalent to U when restricted to d , r .1 0
 .  .  .We shall introduce the energy functional E t ' E t q E t wherep k
2 2 21u , w¡ < <E t ' u t q w t q e V .  .  . 0k t t t2 0 0
2 2 21u , w 2< < < <E t ' e V t q N q N q u r r .  .  .~ 0 01p 0 0 02 1.7 .
r0
qg NN r dr .H 0¢  /0
1 2We recall V s urR q w9, N s u9 y wrR q V ; N s urr y wrR.02
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Here, for simplicity and without the loss of generality, we take d ' 1.
Throughout the paper, the constants C, M will be used as generic
constants.
PROPOSITION 1.1. The potential energy E is bounded and coerci¨ e inp
U = W.
 .Proof. The boundedness of E u, w on U = W is straightforward. Wep
 .shall prove coercivity. Let us consider pairs u, w such that E u, w F M .p 0
Notice that
r r r1 10 0 024 2 2 2 21< <V r dr F sup V r V dr F Vr V dr . 1.8 .H H H 0 , r .H0r r0 0 00FrFr0
But
r r r0 0 022 22 2 2 21< < < <Vr s V r dr q V 9 r dr q V dr F M V . 1.9 .  .H 0 , r . H H H 10
0 0 0
 .  .Combining 1.8 and 1.9 yields
r0 44 2< <V r dr F C V F CE , 1.10 .H 1 p
0
and from the definition of N and N0
2r w0 2 2 2< <u9 y r dr F N q CE F C E q E 1.11 . .H 0 p p p /R0
2
r u w0 2< <y r dr F N F CE . 1.12 .H 00 p /r R0
w xBy using the results of linear theory in L-T-V we infer that
< < 2 < < 2 < < 2 2u q w9 q w F C E q E 1.13 . .1 1 0 p p
which completes the proof.
1.3. Statement of the Main Results
Our main goal, as stated before, is to stabilize the original model
 .  .  .1.1 ] 1.4 by applying boundary feedbacks given by 1.5 .
The following regularity and wellposedness result can be established by
w x using the abstract results of Theorem 2.2 in Las1 specialized to our case
w x.in B-M .
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 .THEOREM 1.1. For any initial data in the energy space, i.e., E u , w qp 0 0
 .E u , w - `, there exists a unique solution such thatk 1 1
E u t , w t F E u , w , 1.14 .  .  .  . . 0 0
t 2 2 2u r q w r q V r dt F C E 0 . 1.15 .  .  .  .  . .H t 0 t 0 t 0
0
Our main result deals with uniform decay rates obtained for the solu-
 .  .  .tions to 1.1 ] 1.4 subject to 1.5 . In order to states these results we
introduce the following notation.
 .Let h s , i s 1]3, be real valued functions defined for s G 0, concave,i
 .strictly increasing, h 0 s 0 and such thati
2 2 < <h xf x G x q f x for x F 1. 1.16 .  .  . .i i i
Such functions can be always constructed by virtue of assumptions im-
 w x.posed on f see L-T . We then definei
3 1
H x ' h x , where T ) 0 is fixed. 1.17 .  . i  /Tis1
 .  .Obviously, H x enjoys the same properties as h x , in particular, I q Hi
is invertible. We set
xy1p x ' I q H , 1.18 .  .  . /C E 0 . .T
  ..  .where C E 0 is a certain specified later function increasing in theT
 .argument E 0 . Since I q p is invertible, we can define
y1q x ' x y I q p x . 1.19 .  .  .
Clearly, q is a monotone, strictly increasing function. Our main result is
the following:
 .THEOREM 1.2. Let u, w be any weak solution of finite energy of
 .  .1.1 ] 1.5 . Assume that the thickness h satisfies
r0
h G C r Q , where Q s < 1 1.20 .0 0 0 0 R
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and C is a certain positi¨ e constant independent of other parameters in the0
equation. Then,
E t F S t for t G T , .  . 0
 .where S t ª 0 as t ª 0 and it is determined as a solution of the following
nonlinear ODE
S t q q S t s 0, .  . .t 1.21 . S 0 s E 0 .  .
 .with a monotone increasing function q given by 1.19 .
 .  .Remark 1.2. The explicit rates of decay for solutions to 1.1 ] 1.5 can
be easily determined from the result of Theorem 1.2, once the behavior at
 .the origin of nonlinear functions f is known. In particular, if f x arei i
 . 2 < <linear at the origin, i.e., f x G a x ; a ) 0, x - 1, then the decay ratesi
 .  . yv tobtained for S t are exponential, i.e., E t F Ce for some
  ..   ..  .C E 0 , v E 0 ) 0. If the f x are, instead, of a polynomial growth ati
  . < < pq1 < <the origin i.e., f s s G a s s F p ) 1, then the corresponding ratesi
 .   . 2r1yp...for S t are algebraic i.e., E t F Ct .
 .Remark 1.3. We note that ``thickness'' condition 1.20 is a necessary
one for the result of Theorem 1.2 to hold. Indeed, it is known that if hrr0
is ``too small,'' then the stationary problem admits a nonzero equilibrium
 w x.state so-called ``everted states'' see G-L . In fact, our ``uniqueness''
 .result see Theorem 6.1 states that if the proper relation between ``thin-
ness'' parameter hrr and ``shallowness'' parameter Q holds, then the0 0
stationary problem has a unique equilibrium zero, and the corresponding
dynamic problem with dissipation on the boundary is uniformly stable. If
 .the ``thickness'' condition 1.20 is violated, we can show by the arguments
w xused in Las2 that solutions converge to local and compact attractors.
Sections 2 and 3 provide fundamental PDE inequalities, critical for the
 .proof of stabilization. The main ``stabilizability'' inverse type estimate is
 .established in Section 4. This estimate, Lemma 4.1 states, ``roughly
speaking,'' that the energy of the system can be reconstructed, after a
sufficiently large time T and modulo lower order terms, from the observa-
tions on the boundary. In order to adsorb the lower order terms, in Section
5 we apply a nonlinear version, of the compactness-uniqueness argument.
The key part of this argument is the unique continuation property for the
stationary nonlinear problem. This property, of interest in its own right, is
 .proved in Section 6 see Theorem 6.1 . In the last Section 7 we apply a
comparison type of argument which leads to the final result of the paper.
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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2. VARIATIONAL FORM OF THE EQUATION, AND THE
ENERGY IDENTITY
 . r0  :  .  .We adopt the notation f , g ' H fg dr and f , g s f r g r y0 0 0
 .  .f 0 g 0 .
 .  .  .Let f, c be a function in U = W. Multiplying Eq. 1.1 by fr, Eq. 1.2
by cr, and integrating the result by parts yields
f w
u , fr q e V , r q N , f9r q N , f y g , f q f9r .  .  .t t t t 0  / /R R
V 2 f
q g , f y e L V , r . / /2 R
f
q VS, r /R
s BT y b2 u u , fr , 2.1 . .1 1 1 t
where the boundary terms BT are of the form1
u
BT ' y f u y u y g , fr 2.2 .  .1 1 t ;r
  . .note that BT r s 0 s 0 .1
w , cr q e V , c 9r y e L V , c 9r q VS, c 9r .  .  .  . .t t t t
c
y 1 q g u9r q u , .  /R
1 q g 2w V 2
q y , cr /R R 2
s BT y b2 w , cr 2.3 . .2 2 t
 .where after cancelling boundary terms and using boundary conditions
  . :BT ' y f w , cr .2 3 t
Our next step is to derive an energy identity for this problem. This is
given below.
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LEMMA 2.1. Let u, w be any weak solution of finite energy. Then, the
following identity holds
t
E t q r f u r , t u r , t q f V r , t V r , t .  .  .  .  . .  .H0 1 t 0 t 0 2 t 0 t 0
0
qf w r , t w r , t dt .  . .3 t 0 t 0
rt 0 2 2 2 2q r b r u t , r q b r w t , r dr dt s E 0 . 2.4 .  .  .  .  .  ..HH 1 t 2 t
0 0
Proof. We shall derive this relation for smooth solutions only. To
obtain the result valid for a weak solution one may introduce an approxi-
mating problem, which admits a smooth solution after taking into account
w x.regularity theory of L-T-V , and then passes to the limits. Since the
technicalities related to this process are very similar to those presented in
w x xL-T , H-L1 , we shall not repeat them here and, for clarity of exposition,
we assume a sufficient smoothness of the solutions. However, this does not
restrict the result to hold only for smooth solutions, as the previously
described route can be easily applied.
 .  .We set in 2.1 , 2.3 , f s u , c s w . After adding together the termst t
we obtain
1 d 2 2 2 X< < < < < <u q w q e V y e L V , V r q N , u r q N , u .  .  . .0 0 0t t t t t 0 t2 dt
w 1 2w V 2tq VS, V r q u9r q u , q y , w r .t t /  /R R R 2
w V 2 wt2y g , u , u r q g , u y g u9r q u ,t t t /  / /R 2 R
g 2w V 2
q y , w rt /R R 2
s BT q BT y b2 u , u r y b2 w , w r . 2.5 . .  .1 2 1 t t 2 t t
We notice the identities
1 d 1 d 12 2< <  : < <  :y L V , V r s V y V 9, V r s V q f V , V r , .  . . 1 1t t 2 t t2 dt 2 dt e
2.6 .
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1 d d w
2VS, V r s V , Sr s N y u9 q , N q g N r .  .t 0 / /  /2 dt dt R
d
Xs N , Nr y u , Nr .t /dt
w wt tq , Nr q g N r , N y u 9 q , 2.7 .0 t t /  /R R
d w 1 d w rt t2< <N , u s N r , N q N r , s N q N , . . 00 t 0 0 0 0 0 /  / /dt R 2 dt R
2.8 .
Hence
ye L V , V r q N , uX r q N , u q VS, V r .  .  .  . .t t 0 t t
1 d w rt2 2 2< < < < < <  :s e V q N q N q f V , V r q N q N , .1 0 00 2 t t 0 /2 dt R
wtXq g N r , N y u q . 2.9 .0 t t /R
Also, the contribution of lower order terms is
w 1 2w V 2 wt ty u9r q u , q , w r y , rt /  /  /R R R 2 R
w w wt ts yN y , r y u , /  /R R R
2w w w wt t tq , r s yN , r y N , r . 2.10 .0 /  / /R R R R
 .  .Adding 2.9 and 2.10 «
1 d 2 2 2< < < < < <  < :RHS of 2.9 ] 2.10 s e V q N q N q f V , V r .  . .1 0 00 2 t t2 dt
wtXq g N r , N y u q0 t t /R
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 .and adding to 2.5
1 d 2 2 2 2 2 2< < < < < < < < < < < <u q w q e V q e V q N q N0 0 0 1 0 0t t t 02 dt
w w V 2tX Xq g N r , N y u q y g , u q u r q g , u0 t t t t t /  /  /R R 2
w 2w V 2 wt ty g u9r q u , q g y , r /  /R R 2 R
 : 2 2s BT q BT y f V , V r y b u , u r y b w , w r . .  .  .1 2 2 t t 1 t t 2 t t
2.11 .
 .Collecting terms with g in 2.11 «
2w w V wt tX Xg N r , N y u q y , u q u r q , u y r0 t t t t t /  /  /R R 2 R
w 2w wt ty u9r q u , q , r /  /R R R
w wtX Xs g N r , N y N r , u q N r , y , u q u r .  .0 t 0 t 0 t t /  /R R
w
q N , N r y u9, N r q , N r .  .0 t 0 t 0 t /R
w 2w wt ty u9r q u , q , r 2.12 . /  /R R R
after cancelling terms
d d 1
2s g N r , N q N r , N y u9, u s g N , Nr y u r . .  .  .  .  .0 t 0 t 0 0dt dt 2
 .  .From 2.11 and 2.12 we finally obtain
1 d 2 2 2 2 2 2< < < < < < < < < < < <u q w q e V q e V q N q N q 2g N , N r .0 0 0 1 0t t t 0 02 dt
g d u
2  :s u r y f V , V r y f u q u q g , u r .  .  .0 2 t t 1 t t ;2 dt r
 : 2 2y f w , w r y b u , u r y b w , w r . 2.13 .  . .  .3 t t 1 t t 2 t t
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Since
g d 1 d
2 2 :  :y u , u r y g u , u q u r s y u r , t r 2.14 .  .  .t t 0 0 02 dt 2 dt
 .  .  .the desired conclusion in 2.4 follows from 2.13 and 2.14 .
3. PRELIMINARY PDE ESTIMATE
The following estimate is critical for the proof of stabilizability.
LEMMA 3.1. For e¨ery T ) 0 and e¨ery « ) 0 the following inequality
holds
T T T2 2 2 2 2< < < < < < < < < <u q w q e V dt q e y « V dt q 1 y « u dt 3.1 .  .  .H 0 0 0 H i H 1t t t
0 0 0
rT 0 2 2F E q BT q c lot q b u q b w r dr dt , .H H0T « 1 t 2 t
0 0
where
E F C E 0 q E T , 3.2 .  .  .0T
rT 0 2 2 2lot F C E 0 V q w q u r dr dt .  . . H H 0
0 0
T 2
1r2q« 3r2q«< < < <q u q w dt , 3.3 .H H d , r . H d , r . .0 0
0
T 2 2 2 2BT F C u r q w r q V r q f u r .  .  .  . .H t 0 t 0 t 0 1 t 0
0
2 2qf V r q f w r dt. 3.4 .  .  . .  .2 t 0 3 t 0
 . 2  . 2Proof. We multiply Eq. 1.1 by u9r and Eq. 1.2 by w9r . Integrating
over Q and applying the Divergence Theorem yields the results below.
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Step 1. Analysis of the terms involving time derivatives.
rT 0 2w xu u9 q w w9 r dr dtH H t t t t
0 0
T1  :  :s O E y w , w r q u , u r dt . H0, T t t t t2
0
rT 0 2 2q u q w r dr dt , 3.5 . .H H t t
0 0
r e VT 0 2V u9 y e V 9 q w9 r dr dtH H t tR r0 0 t t
r
2u9r dT T 02 2 :s ye V , w9r dt q e V q w9r y w9r dt .H H Ht t t t  /R dr0 0 0
rT T 02 2 :s ye V , w9r q e V V 9r q w9r dr dt .H H Ht t t t
0 0 0
rT T 0 X X2 2 :s ye V , w9r dt q eO E y e V V r q w r dr dt .  .H H Ht t 0, T t t t
0 0 0
eT T2 2 :  :s ye V , w9r dt q eO E y V , V r .H Ht t 0, T t t20 0
rT 0 X2q e V y w V r dr dt. 3.6 . .H H t t t
0 0
Step 2. Analysis of linear terms involving the highest spatial deriva-
tives. Repetitive applications of Green's Identity yield
rT T T0 1 12 2 :  :y L u u9r s y u9, u9r q u , u . 3.7 .  .H H H H2 2
0 0 0 0
The contribution of linear coupled terms is
r u90 2ye L V r y L V r 9w9r dr .  .H R0
r u902 2 2 :s e L V , w9r y e L V r q w0 r q w9r dr .  .H R0
r02 2 :s e L V , w9r y e L V V 9r q w9r dr .  .H
0
re e 02 2 :  : :s e L V , w9r y V 9, V 9r q V , V y e L V w9r dr . .  .H2 2 0
3.8 .
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Step 3. Analysis of nonlinear terms.
2
r r1 1 y g 1 V0 02 2y V 9 q V Vu9r dr y 1 q g w9r .H H /2 r 2 R0 0
r r1 d 1 q g u9 w90 02 2 2 2s y V r u9 dr q V r y dr . 3.9 . .H H2 dr 2 r R0 0
r VS0 2u9r y VSr 9w9r dr .H R0
r VS0 2  :s u9r q VSr w0 r q w9 dr y VSr , w9r .H R0
r0 2  :s VS V 9r q w9r dr y VSr , w9rH
0
r 1 d0 2 2 2  :s V r y rV q Vw9r S dr y VSr , w9r . 3.10 . .H 2 dr0
 .  . Adding 3.9 and 3.10 and cancelling terms after recalling the definition
.of S yields
RHS of 3.9 q 3.10 .  .
r r1 q g u9 w9 1 d0 02 2 2 2s V r y dr q V r .H H2 r R 2 dr0 0
=
ryw 1 u w 02 2q V q g y dr y V S y SVw9 r dr .H /R 2 r R 0
 :y VSr , w9r .
Step 4. Analysis of lower order terms.
r 1 q g u 2 1 q g .  .0 2 2w9u9r y 1 q g r 9w9r q ww9r dr .H 2 /R R R0
r0 22 2 2 2< <F « u q c w9 r q w r dr . 3.11 .  .1 H«
0
In the next step we shall use the second multipliers of the form aru and
br w. A careful analysis reveals that the ``right'' values of parameters are
1 1a s , b s y .2 2
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Step 5. The time derivative terms.
r r1 1T T0 0 2 2u u y w w r dr dt s O E y u y w r dr dt , .  .H H H Ht t t t 0, T t t2 20 0 0 0
3.12 .
re u VT 0
V r q V 9 q wr dr dtH H t t  /2 R r0 0 t t
re u eT T0  :s V r q w y w9r y w dr dt q V , wr dtH H Ht t t t /2 R 20 0 0
re e u eT T0 t X  :s E y V r y w r dr dt q V , wr dt.H H H0, T t t t t /2 2 R 20 0 0
3.13 .
 .  .  .  .Adding 3.5 q 3.6 q 3.12 q 3.13 «
A ' RHS 3.5 q 3.6 q 3.12 q 3.13 .  .  .  .1
r1 T 0 2 2s u q 3w r dr dt q O E .H H t t 0, T2 0 0
1 T  :  :y w , w r q u , u r dtH t t t t2 0
eT T2 2 :  :y e V , w9r dt y V , V r dtH Ht t t t20 0
re eT T 0 2 :q V , wr dt q V r dr . 3.14 .H H Ht t t2 20 0 0
Step 6. Linear terms involving the highest derivatives in the space
variable.
r1 uT 0
y L u ur q eL V r q e L V r 9w dr dt .  .  .H H2 R0 0
1 1 1T T T2 : < <  :s y u9, ur dt q u dt y e L V , r w dt .H H 1 H2 2 20 0 0
re uT 0
y L V y w9 r dr dt . 3.15 .  .H H  /2 R0 0
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Adding the results of Steps 2 and 6 gives
A ' RHS 3.7 q 3.8 q 3.15 .  .  . .2
1 T 2 :s y u9, u9r dtH2 0
1 T :q u , u dtH2 0
e eT 2 2 :  : :q e L V , w9r y V 9, V 9r q V , V dt .H 2 20
1 1T T :  :y u9, ur dt y e L V , r w dt .H H2 20 0
r1 eT T 02< <q u dt y L V Vr dr dt. 3.16 .  .H 1 H H2 20 0 0
Step 7. The nonlinear terms.
r1 1 1 y g0
y V 9 q V Vur drH  /2 2 r0
r r r
21 VS 1 1 V0 0 0
q ur dr q VSr 9w dr q 1 q g wr dr .  .H H H2 R 2 4 R0 0 0
r r1 1 1 y g .0 02 2 2 :s y V , ur q V u9r q u dr y V u dr .H H4 4 40 0
2
r r1 1 u 1 q g V0 0 :q VSr , w y VSr w9 y dr q wr dr .H H2 2 R 4 R0 0
3.17 .
Adding the results of Step 3 and Step 7 gives
A ' RHS of 3.9 q 3.10 q 3.17 .  .  .3
r 1 1 Vu0 2s Sr yV q Vw9 y Vw9 q drH  /2 2 R0
r w9 1 q g 1 1 y g .0 2 2q V u9r y r q u9r q u y u .H   /R 2 4 40
r1 q g wr 1 d0 4 2q dr q V r .H54 R 8 dr0
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r1 w u w0 4 2 2y V r dr q V r , y q g yH  ; /4 R r R0
r1 w90 X2 2  :y V r y q g N dr y VSr , w9rH 0 /2 R0
1 1
2 :  :y V , ur q VSr , w
4 2
r r1 10 02 4s y SV r y V rH H2 40 0
r 1 q g0 2q V u9r3r4 q q 3r4g u q wr drH 4R0
1 1 yw
2 2 2 2 2 :  :  :q V , V r q V r , q g N y VSr , w9r08 2 R
1 1
2 :  :y V , ur q VSr , w . 3.18 .
4 2
Note that by Sobolev's Imbeddings
’ 1 < <’sup V r r F C V ? ? F C V . .  .  .H 0, r 10
 .rg 0, r0
Hence, by Proposition 1.1 and Lemma 2.1 we have
1r2’ ’sup r V r , t F CE t F C E 0 . 3.19 .  .  .  .p
 .  .tg 0, T ; rg 0, r0
 .For the interior terms in 3.18 we apply the estimates
r r r0 0 022 4 2< <SV r dr F « u q C V r dr q w r dr ; 3.20a .H 1 H H«
0 0 0
r 1 q g0 2V u9r3r4 q 3r4g u q wrH 4R0
r r0 02 2 4 2< < < <F « u q w q C V r dr q w r dr . 3.20b .1 1 H H«
0 0
On the other hand
r r r
2
rV V0 0 0 04 3 6 3’V r dr s V r r dr F « dr q C V r . 3.20c .H H H H1 « 1r’r0 0 0 0
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 .From 3.19
r r0 06 3 4 2 2 2 2< <V r dr F sup V r V r F CE 0 V r dr . 3.20d .  .H H H
0 00FrFr0
 .The interior terms in 3.18 can be now estimated as
r r1 1T 0 02 41 y SV r y V rH H H2 20 0 0
r 3 3 1 q g0 2q V u9r q g u q wr dr dtH 4 4 4R0
rT T 02 2 2 2 2 2< < < < < <F « u q w q V dt q C E 0 w r q V r dr dt .H 1 1 1 H H«
0 0 0
3.21 .
< < 2 w < < 2 < < 2 xand noticing that w F V q u1 1 1
rT T 02 2 2 2 2< < < <F « u q V q C E 0 w r q V r dr dt. .H 1 1 H H«
0 0 0
 .To estimate the boundary terms in 3.18 , we note that
w r V 2 r .  .0 0
S r s u9 r y q q g N r .  .  .0 0 0 0R 2
s yf u r y u r , 3.22 .  .  . .1 t 0 0
where we have used the boundary conditions. Hence, by the trace theorem
 .and 3.19 , for ; « ) 00
w
 :VSr , y w9r
R
3r2q«< <F C f u r q u r V r ? w .  .  . 0 . H d , r .1 t 0 0 0 0
3r2q«< <F C f u r q u r E 0 ? w . 3.23 .  .  .  .0 . H d , r .1 t 0 0 0
Similarly
1 w 1
2 2 :V r , V r y r q grN y u04 R 4
2 2
3r2q« 1r2q«< < < <F CE 0 w q u 3.24 .  .0 0H d , r . H d , r .0 0
where « ) 0 can be taken arbitrary small and 0 - d - r .0 0
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 .  .  .  .Combining 3.21 , 3.23 , 3.24 , and 3.18 yields
T T 2 2< < < <A dt F « u q V dt q C E 0 3.25 .  . .H H 1 13 «
0 0
rT 02 2 23r2q« 1r2q«< < < <= w q u q V q w r dr .0 0H H d , r . H d , r . H0 0
0 0
T 2qC f u r . .H 1 t 0
0
Step 8. The lower order terms.
r1 1 q g u 2 1 q g .0 2w9ur q 1 q g r 9w y w r dr .H 2 /2 R R R0
r0 22 2 2< <F « u q C w9 r q w r dr 3.26 .  .1 H«
0
and combining with the result of Step 3 we obtain
r0 22 2 2< <A ' RHS of 3.11 q 3.26 F « u q C w9 r q w r dr .  .  . . 1 H4 «
0
r02 2 2 2< <F « u q C V r q w r q u r dr . 3.27 . .1 H«
0
 .  .Step 9. Adding the terms A , i s 1]4, and applying 3.14 , 3.16 ,i
 .  .3.25 , and 3.27 we obtain
T
A t q A t q A t q A t dt .  .  .  .H 1 2 3 4
0
r r1 eT T0 02 2 2G u q 3w r dr q V r drH H H Ht t t2 20 0 0 0
1 T 2 2< < < <q y « u q e V dt q O E q lot q BT , 3.28 .  .H 1 1 0, T 0 /2 0
where lot satisfies
T 2 2
3r2q« 1r2q«< < < <lot F C E 0 w q u . 0 0 .H H d , r . H d , r .0 0
0
r0 2 2 2w xq V q w q u r dr dt , 3.29 .H
0
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and the boundary terms
T 2 2 2 2 2BT F C f u r q w r r q u r r q eV r r dt .  .  .  . .H0 1 t 0 t 0 0 t 0 0 t 0 0
0
eT T T2 2 :  :  :y e V , w9r q V , wr q e LV , w9r dtH H Ht t t t20 0 0
1 T T T :  : :y e L V , r w dt q C u9, u9r dt q u , u dt .H H H2 0 0 0
T 2 :  :  :q e V 9, V 9r q V , V q V 9, Vr dt. 3.30 .H
0
 .Applying the boundary conditions in 1.4 , we obtain
eT T T2 2 :  : :ye V , w9r dt q e L V , w9r dt q V , wr .H H Ht t t t20 0 0
e T :y L V , r w dt .H2 0
1T T2  :s f w q VS, w9r dt y f w q VS, wr : .  .H H3 t 3 t20 0
T 2 2F C f w r q w9 r , t .  .H 3 t 0 0
0
222 2q w r , t q f u r E 0 q u r E 0 dt .  .  .  .  . .0 1 t 0 0
T 2 2F C E 0 f w r q f u r dt q lot , 3.31 .  .  .  . .  .  .H 3 t 0 1 t 0
0
T T T2 :  : :  :  :u9, u9r q e V 9, V 9r q V 9, Vr q V , V q u , u .H H H
0 0 0
T 22F C u9 r r q V 9 r r dt .  .  .H 0 0 0 0
0
T 2 2q C V r q u r dt .  .H 0 0
0
T 2 2 2F C f u r q w r q N r .  .  . .H 1 t 0 0 0 0
0
T2 2 2qV r q u r dt q f V r dt .  .  . .H0 0 2 t 0 5
0
T 2 2F C f u r q f V r Dt q C E 0 lot . 3.32 .  .  .  . . .  .H 1 t 0 2 t 0
0
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 .  .From 3.30 ] 3.32 we infer
T 2 2 2BT F C f u r q f V r q f w r dt .  .  . .  . H0 1 t 0 2 t 0 3 t 0
0
T 2 2 2q C E 0 lot q C u r q w r q eV r r dt. .  .  .  .H t 0 t 0 t 0 0 0
3.33 .
Step 10. To obtain the final estimate in Lemma 3.1 we need to
account for interior dissipation. Elementary computations yield
r rT T0 01 12 2 2 2b u u9r q ur dr dt q b w w9r y wr dr dt 3.34 . .  .H H H H1 t 2 t2 2
0 0 0 0
r T0 2 2< <F C max b r b u q b w dt dr .L 0 , r .H H« i 1 t 2 t` 0
i 0 0
T 2 2< < < <q « u q w dt.H 1 1
0
 .  .  .Combining 3.33 with 3.34 and 3.28 yields the desired estimate in
Lemma 3.1.
4. STABILIZABILITY ESTIMATES
  ..PROPOSITION 4.1. There exist constants C ) 0 and C E 0 ) 0 such
that
T T 2 2< < < <E t dt F C u q V dt q C E 0 lot . .  . .H H 1 1p
0 0
< < 2 < < 2 2 .Proof. It suffices to estimate N , N , and u r r .00 0 0
2 2
r u w c02 2 2< < < < < <N F 2 q r dr F 2 u q V , 4.1 .0 H 1 12 2r R R0
where we have used the Poincare inequality together with the estimate
2 22r r r rw9 u 1 u .0 0 0 02w r dr F C dr F C w9 q dr q drH H H Hr r  /0 0r R r r0 0 0 0
2 2< < < <F C V q u . 4.2 .1 1r 0
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On the other hand
r r r10 0 022 2 4< <N F C u9 r dr q w r dr q V r dr .0 H H H2R0 0 0
r02 2 4< < < <F C u q V q V r dr . 4.3 .1 1 H
0
 .  .We recall from 3.20c , 3.20d
r r
2
rVT T T0 0 04 2V r dr dt F « dr q C E 0 V r dr . 4.4 .  . .H H H H H H1 « 1r0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  .Inequalities 4.3 , 4.4 yield
T T2 2 2< < < < < <N dt F C u q V dtqC E 0 lot . 4.5 .  . .H 0 H 1 1
0 0
Finally, we recall that from the trace theorem
2 < < 2 1r2q«u r F C u . 4.6 .  .0H d , r .0 0
 .  .  .Collecting 4.1 , 4.5 , and 4.6 gives the conclusion in Proposition 4.1.
Our first step toward the proof of the stabilization result is to obtain the
estimate for the energy functional in terms of dissipative terms on the
.boundary and in the interior and modulo lower order terms. Lower order
terms will be later absorbed by the nonlinear version of the compactness
uniqueness argument.
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a constant T ) 0 such that for all T ) T the0 0
following inequality holds
T
E 0 q E T q E t dt F BT q C E 0 lot .  .  .  . .H T
0
rT 0 2 2q C b u q b w r dr dt. 4.7 . .H H 1 t 2 t
0 0
Proof. From Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 4.1 we obtain
T
E t dt F E q BT q C E 0 lot .  . .H 0T T
0
rT 0 2 2q b u q b w r dr dt. 4.8 . .H H 1 t 2 t
0 0
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 .On the other hand, from 2.4 we have
rT 0 2 2TE T F C E T q E T q BT q b u q b w r dr dt .  .  .  .H H 1 t 2 t
0 0
q BT q C E 0 lot . 4.9 .  . .T
 . Taking T y 2C G 1 we obtain from 4.9 after applying the
.Cauchy]Schwartz inequality
rT 0 2 2E T F C BT q b u q b w r dr dt q C E 0 lot 4.10 .  .  . . .H H 1 1 2 t T
0 0
 .and using once more 2.4
rT 0 2 2E 0 F C BT q b u q b w r dr dt q C E 0 lot . 4.11 .  .  . . .H H 1 t 2 t T
0 0
 .  .  .Combining 4.8 , 4.10 , 4.11 gives the desired conclusion on Lemma 4.1.
5. ABSORPTION OF LOWER ORDER TERMS
This will be accomplished by an appropriate compactness uniqueness
argument. The main result of this section is
LEMMA 5.1. Assume that h G cr rR where c is a suitable constant0
  ..specified in Theorem 6.1 below. Then, there exist a constant C E 0 ) 0T
such that
T 2 2 2lot u , w F C E 0 u r q w r q V r dt .  .  .  .  . . HT t 0 t 0 t 0
0
rT 0 2 2q b u q b w r dr dt .H H 1 t 2 t
0 0
2 2 2q f u r q f w r q f V r dt .  .  . .  .  .H 1 t 0 3 t 0 2 t 0
0
' C E 0 G u , w . 5.1 .  .  . .T
Proof. We argue by contradiction. Consider a sequence of solutions
 .  .u , w , V such that the corresponding initial energy is bounded by E 0n n n
and
lot w , u , .n n ª `, 5.2 .
G u , w .n n
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 .  .where G u , w denotes the expression on the RHS of 5.1 with u, w, Vn n
2  .replaced by u , w , V . Let c ' lot w , u . We introduce new variablesn n n n n n
u w Vn n nÃu ' ; w s ; V s . 5.3 .Ã Ãn n nc c cn n n
 .From 5.2 and the definition of c we haven
lot u , w ' 1 5.4 .Ã Ã .n n
and
1
G u , w ª 0 as n ª `. 5.5 .  .n n2cn
 .From 5.5 we deduce that
u ª 0 a.e. in 0r = 0, T .  .Ãnt 0 5.6 . w ª 0 a.e. in 0, r = 0, T .  .Ãnt 0
and
1¡
u r ª 0 in L 0, T , f u r ª 0; .  .  . .Ãnt 0 2 1 nt 0cn
1~w r ª 0 in L 0, T , f V r ª 0; .  .  . .Ã 5.7 .nt 0 2 2 nt 0cn
1ÃV r ª 0 in L 0, T , f w r ª 0. .  .  . .nt 0 2 3 nt 0¢ cn
2  .  .Dividing by c the inequality in 4.7 written for the solution u , w wen n n
obtain as n ª `,
TÃ Ã ÃE 0 q E T q E t dt F C E 0 G u , w q C E 0 .  .  .  .  . .  .Ã Ã .Hn n n T n n T
0
ª C E 0 . 5.8 .  . .T
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Therefore, by the coercivity result in Proposition 1.1 we obtain, on a
subsequence, the following weak convergence
w 6¡u u in L 0T ; H ; .Ã Ãnt t 2 0
w 6w w in L 0T ; H ; .Ã Ãnt t 2 0
w 6Ã ÃV V in L 0T ; H ; .nt t 2 0
w 6u u in L 0T ; U ; .Ã Ãn 2 1~ 5.9 .w 6Ã ÃV V in L 0T ; U ; .n 2 1
w 6w w in L 0T ; W ; .Ã Ãn 2 2
Ã1 w VVÃw 6N N* s u9 y q in L 0T ; H . .Ãn 2 0¢c R 2n
From Lemma 2.1 it follows that the same convergence holds for any
  .subsequence of the original solutions u and w i.e., 5.9 holds withn n
2 .  .. < < < <’u , w , ¨ replaced by u , w , ¨ . Since u F M and u r FÃ Ã Ã U H 0, r .n n n n n n n n1 0
1 . a  .M, by compactness of the imbeddings H 0, r ; H 0, r , a - 1 to-0 0
gether with the Aubin compactness Lemma we conclude the following
strong convergence
a¡ ’ ’u r ª u r in L 0, T ; H 0, r , . .Ã Ãn 2 0
aÃ Ã’ ’V r ª V r in L 0, T ; H 0, r , . .n 2 0~ 5.10 .
X a’ ’w r ª w9 r in L 0, T ; H 0, r , . .Ã Ãn 2 0
y1¢w ª w in L 0, T ; H 0, r . .Ã  .n 2 0
For any d ) 0 we also have
¡ bw ª w in L 0, T ; H d , r , b - 2, .Ã Ã  .n 2 0
a~u ª u in L 0, T ; H d , r , a - 1, . .Ã Ã 5.11 .n 2 0
a¢Ã ÃV ª V in L 0, T ; H d , r , a - 1. . .n 2 0
The same convergence holds for u , w , V .n n n
  .  ..Recalling the variational form of the original problem see 2.1 , 2.3




UÃ Ãu , fr q e V , r q c 9r q w , cr q N , f9r q N , f . .  .Ã Ã  .nt t nt t nt t n 0 n /R
Ãw V VÃn n ny g , f q f9r q g , f /  /R 2
Ãf V f fnX UÃq e V , q c 9 9r q e , q c 9 y V S , q c 9 rn n n /  / /  / /R r R R
Ãc 1 q g 2w V VÃn n nXy 1 q g u r q u , q y , cr . Ã Ãn n /  /R R R 2
q BT q BT q b u , rf q b w , rc s 0, 5.12 . .  .Ã Ã1n 2 n 1 nt 2 nt
where f, c are arbitrary functions in U = W and we have used the1 2
notation
Ãw V VÃn n nXUN s u y q s N rc 5.13 .Ãn n n nR 2
w 1 uÃ Ãn nXU ÃS s u y 1 q g q V V q g s S rc 5.14 .  .Ãn n n n n nR 2 R
1 uÃn
BT s f u q u q g , fr 5.15 .  .Ã1n 1 nt n ;c rn
1 1 fr
BT s f w , cr q f V , c 9r q . 5.16 .  .  .2 n 3 nt 2 nt ;  ;c c Rn n
 .Our next step is to pass on the limit on Eq. 5.12 as n ª `. By using
 .  .5.10 , 5.11 , it is then straightforward to pass with the limit on all linear
 .terms. Therefore, by virtue of 5.7 we obtain that
 :BT ª u q g u , fr , BT ª 0 in L 0, T . 5.17 .  .Ã Ã1n 2 n 2
We shall next examine the limit behavior of interior nonlinear terms in Eq.
 .5.12 .
VnÃ Ã Ã ’V V , f s V y V r , f .  /n n n /’r
ÃV Ã Ã’q f , V y V r q VV , f ª VV , f , 5.18 .  . .  .n /’r
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 .  .where we have used the following consequences of 5.9 , 5.10
ÃV Vn nq F M , 5.19 .’ ’r r  . . L 0, rL 0, r 2 02 0
Ã Ã ’ ’V y V r q V y V r ª 0. 5.20 .  . /  .n n L V .L V ``
The same argument implies
NU , f ª N*, f , 5.21 .  .  .n
Ãwhere N* s u9 y wrR q VVr2.Ã Ã
 .  .From 5.9 and 5.20
u wÃ Ãn nU UV S , fr s N q g y , V fr , 5.22 .  .n n n n / /r R
where
U U’ ’N , V fr s N r , V r f .  .n n n n
U U’ ’ ’ ’s N r , V y V r f q N y N* r , V r f .  . .  .n n n
6q N*V , rf N*V , rf as n ª `. 5.23 .  .  .n
 .A similar analysis applies to the second term in 5.22 . Indeed
u w u wÃ Ã Ã Ãn ny , V fr y y , Vfrn /  /r R r R
V uÃn n’ ’s u y u r , f q , V y V r f .Ã Ã .n n /  /’ ’r r
1 1
y w y w , V rf q V y V r , wf ª0 . .Ã Ã Ã . .n n nR R
as nª`, 5.24 .
 .  .where we have used 5.20 together with 5.10 which, in turn, implies the
convergence
’u y u r ª 0 in L 0, r as n ª `, .Ã Ã .n ` 0 5.25 . w y w ª 0 in L 0, r as n ª `. .Ã Ãn ` 0
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 .  .  .  .Inserting the result of 5.23 , 5.24 , and 5.25 into 5.22 yields
V SU , fr ª VS*, fr as n ª `. 5.26 .  .  .n n
 .  .  .  .  .Collecting the results of 5.17 , 5.18 , 5.21 , 5.26 and recalling 5.6 with
 .5.7 we obtain the following ``limit equation''
¡ Ãw VVÃÃN*, f9, r q N , f y g , f q f9r q g , f .  .0  /  /R 2
fÃqe V 9, q c 9 9r / /R
Ã~ V f f c
e , q c 9 y VS*, q f9 r y 1 q g u9 q u9r , . Ã Ã /  / / /r R R R
Ã1 q g 2w VVÃ
q y , cr /R R 2
¢  :y u q g u , fr s 0, for all f , c g U = W .Ã Ã 1 2
5.27 .
 .Let c ' lim lot w , u . The above limit exists due to compactness0 nª` n n
 .   .  .  ..properties of lot w , u see 5.10 , 5.11 , and the remark 5.11 . Wen n
shall consider two cases
Case 1. c / 0.0
Case 2. c s 0.0
Analysis in Case 1. Here we have
w w u un n
w s ª , u s ª .Ã Ãn nc c c cn 0 n 0
Hence
w u VÃw s , u s ; V s .Ã Ã
c c c0 0 0
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 .Therefore 5.27 becomes
Ã2w VÃÃN , f9r q N , f y g , f q f9r q g c , f .  .0 0 /  /R 2
Ãf V f f
Ã Ãq e V 9, q c 9 9r q e , q c 9 y c VS, q c 9 r0 /  / /  / /R r R R
Ã2c 1 q g 2w VÃ
y 1 q g u9r q u , q y c , cr . Ã Ã 0 /  /R R R 2
 :y u q g u , fr s 0, f g U ; c g W , 5.28 .Ã Ã 1 2
2Ã Ã .where N ' u9 y wrR q c V r2 ; S s N q g N . It can be easily verifiedÃ Ã 0 0
 .  .that 5.28 is a variational form of Eq. 6.1 in Section 6. By using the
uniqueness result of Section 6 we conclude that under the hypothesis
 .h G c r rR we obtain0
Ãu s w s V ' 0. 5.29 .Ã Ã
 .  .  .  .  .On the other hand, by 5.10 , 5.11 , and 5.29 , lot w , u ª lot w, u s 0Ã Ã Ã Ãn n
 .which contradicts 5.4 .
 .  .  .Case 2. c s 0 . Here we have lot u , w ª 0 and from 5.2 ,0 n n
 .G u , w ª 0.n n
 .From Lemma 2.1, E u , w ª 0 which implies thatn n
u ª 0; w ª 0; V ª 0 5.30 .n n n
 .in the sense described in 5.9 . Passing with the limit on both sides of Eq.
 . 5.12 and noticing that all the nonlinear terms are in the limit zero due to
Ã ..5.30 , we obtain the following linear system satisfied by u, w, V:Ã Ã
1 q g e ÃL u y w9 q L V s 0 .  .Ã Ã
R R
e 1 q g u 2 1 q g .ÃÃL V r 9 y r 9 q w s 0 . Ã2 /r r R R
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with the boundary conditions
¡ Ãu r s 0 s 0; V r s 0 s 0; w r s 0 s 0 .  .  .Ã Ã
wÃ Ãu9 y q g N s yu at r s r ,Ã Ã0 0~ R
ÃV 9 s 0 at r s r ,0¢ ÃL V s 0 at r s r . . 0
 w x. A linear uniqueness result see L-T-V which can also be proved by
.arguments of Section 6 gives
Ãu s w s V ' 0Ã Ã
which, in the same manner as before, leads to the contradiction.
6. UNIQUENESS OF THE STATIONARY PROBLEM
In order to complete the argument in Section 5, the following unique-
ness result is needed. Let a g R be a given parameter. Consider the
following family of static problems:
w9 e 1 1 y g aVSa
L u y 1 q g q L V q a V 9 q V V y s 0, .  .  .  /R R 2 r R
6.1 .
e 1 q g u 2 1 q g a V 2 .
L V r 9 y r 9 q w y 1 q g .  .2 /r r R 2 RR
aVS r 9 .ay s 0, r g 0, r , 6.2 .  .0r
with the associated boundary conditions
¡u 0 s 0; w9 0 s 0; w s 0 at r s 0 .  .
S r s yu r .  .a 0 0~ 6.3 .
V 9 r s 0 .0¢L V r y aVS r s 0, .  . .0 a 0
where S ' N q g N and N ' u9 y wrR q aV 2r2.a a 0 a
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Our main result is
 .  .THEOREM 6.1. Let u, w satisfy 6.1 ] 6.3 . Then, there exists a constant
C ) 0 such that if h G C r Q , then u and w are identically zero i.e.,1 1 0 0
.u ' 0; w ' 0 . Constant C does not depend on a .1
Remark 6.1. It is known in the static case that if the thickness ``h'' is
``too small,'' then the solutions to the stationary problem are not unique
 w x. see G-L, P-R-S-V . In fact, for small values of the parameter h i.e.,
. hrr - k , for some k it is possible to have so-called ``everted'' states in0 0 0
.addition to the zero equilibrium .
 .Proof. Multiplying Eq. 6.2 by r and integrating the result from 0 to r
yields
ru 2 1 q g .
eL V r y r 1 q g q r w dr y aVS r .  . H a2R R 0
r1 q g
2y aV r dr s 0 6.4 .H2 R 0
or equivalently
r r1 q g 2 a
2eL V y aVS s B R ' u y r w dr q V r dr . .  . H Ha R Rr 2 r0 0
 .  .  .Substituting L V from 6.4 into 6.1 yields the equation
1 1 y g 1 q g B R .
L u q a V 9 q V V s A R ' w9 y . 6.5 .  .  . /2 r R R
The corresponding equation for V becomes
eL V y aVS s B R . 6.6 .  .  .a
1 .  .We multiply Eq. 6.5 by u ? r, Eq. 6.6 by V ? r, and we integrate by2
parts. This yields
a2 2< <  :y u q u9, ur q a V 9V , ur q 1 y g V , u s A R u , r , .  .  .  . .1 2
6.7 .
e a 12 2< <y V y V S , r s B R V , r , 6.8 .  . . .1 a2 2 2
 .where we have used V 9 r s 0.0
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The following computations will be used in the sequel
1 d 1 1
2 2 2 :V 9V , ur s V , ur s y V , u9r q u q V , ur . .  . /2 dr 2 2
Hence
1
21 y g V , u q V 9V , ur .  .  .
2
1 g 1
2 2 2 :s y V , u9r y V , u q V , ur . 6.9 .  . .
2 2 2
 . 2Recalling that u9 q ar2 V s N q wrR and combining the results ina
 .  .6.9 and 6.7 gives
w w u ga
2N q , ur y N , ru9 y , ru9 y u , y V , u .  .a a ;  /  /R R r 2
s A R u , r 6.10 .  . .
 .and from 6.8
e aV 2r 12< <y V y , N q g N s B R , Vr . 6.11 .  .  . .1 a 0 /2 2 2
 .  .Adding 6.10 and 6.11 «
w aV 2 w w w
N q , ur y N r , u9 q y y N r , y , ru9a a a ;  /  / /R 2 R R R
u ga e V 2r22 < <y u , y V , u y V y a , g N . 1 0 /  /r 2 2 2
1
s A R u , r q B R , Vr . 6.12 .  .  . .  .
2
This is equivalent to
w e2 2 2< < < < < <N q , ur y N y N y V0 0 1a a 0 ;R 2
ga w w2 aV 2r w
2s 2 V , u q 2 u , y , r y , g . 2 /  / /2 R 2 RR
w 1
q N r q ru9, q A R u , r q B R , Vr . 6.13 .  .  . .  .a /R 2
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Noticing that
2g 2g
22g N , N r s 2g u9, u q ga V , u y w , u y w , N r .  .  .  .  .0 a aR R
6.14 .
  2 ..this will allow the cancellation of the term g V , u , we obtain from
 .6.13
e¡ 2 2 2< < < < < <y N y N y V y 2g N , N r .0 0 1a 0 a 02
2w 2 w
q N q , ur s w , u y , r .a ; 2 /R R R~
2w V r 2g w
qga , q w , u q 2g r , Na .  / /R 2 R R
w 1
2q N r q ru9, q A R u , r q B R , Vr y g u r . .  .  . .  .¢ a 0 /R 2
6.15 .
Recalling the boundary condition S s yu at r we obtaina 0
w w
 :N q , ur s S q y g N , ura a 0 ;R R
w w
2  :s yu r r q , ur y g u , u q g , ur .0 0  ;  ;R R
w r u r r .  .0 0 02 2s yu r r y g u r q 1 q g . .  .  .0 0 0 R
Hence
w w r u r r .  .0 0 02 2N q , ur q g u r s yu r r q 1 q g . .  .  .a 0 0 0 ;R R
6.16 .
On the other hand
2 w2 w
w , u y , r q N r q ru9, . a2  / /R RR
w w w r0s , N r q , u q N r , q u r w r .  .0 a 0 0 /  /  /R R R R
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w9 w
y r , u y u , / /R R
w r w90s r , N q N q u r w r y , ur . 6.17 .  .  .a 0 0 0 /  /R R R
1 1 q g V u
A R u , r q B R , Vr s w9, ur q B R r , y . .  .  .  . .  .  /2 R 2 R
6.18 .
 .  .  .  .Conbining 6.16 , 6.17 , and 6.18 in 6.15 gives
e2 2 2 2< < < < < <y N y N y V y 2g N , N r y u r r .  .0 0 1a 0 a 0 0 02
w u r w r r w9 .  .0 0 0s r , N q N y g q g , ura 0 /  /R R R
V u w V 2r wr , N q urr .aq B R r , y y ga , q 2g . . /  /2 R R 2 R
6.19 .
Moreover
u r w r r w9 wr w .  .0 0 0yg q g , ur y g , N y u9 qa / /R R R R
w9 w w w9 w
s g , ur y g r , N q y g r , u y g , ua /  / /  /R R R R R
w w u w w
s yg r , N q g r , y y 2g , ua /  / /R R r R R
w w
s yg r , N y N y 2g , u .a 0 /  /R R
Hence
w V u
RHS of 6.19 s r , N q N q B R r , y .  .a 0 /  /R 2 R
w
q g r , N q N . 6.19a .a 0 /R
 .Computing explicitly B R r gives
r1 q g u w
B R r s ur y u r r q N q y r dr . 6.20 .  .  .H0 0 a /R r R0
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Since
r1 q g
N q N r d , w9 .H a 0 r /R 0
r1 q g 1 q g . 0
s w r N q N r dr y N q N r , w , .  .  . .H0 a 0 a 0R R0
 .6.19 gives
1 q g V u
RHS of 6.19 s ur y u r r , y .  .0 0 /R 2 R
r1 q g V 1 q g
y N q N r dr , q w r .  .H a 0 0 /R 2 R0
r0






21 V 2 u0 0 02w9 dr F 2 dr q dr 6.22 .  .H H H2r r rR0 0 0
2 2 2
r r r r rw9 s 1 1 w9 r .  .0 0 02 2 ’w rr dr F s ds F ?H H H H H2 2 /’ r 2r rs0 0 0 0 0
2
rr w9 .00F dr . 6.23 .H2 r0
 .  .From 6.22 and 6.23
2 2 2
r r rw 2 r V 1 u0 0 00
dr F dr q dr . 6.24 .H H H2 22 r rr R0 0 0
On the other hand
r
2
ru 20 02 2< <dr F 2 N q w r dr . 6.25 .H 0 H0 2r R0 0
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 .  .From 6.24 and 6.25
2
r rw 2 r 2 10 00 2 2 2< < < <dr F V q N q w r drH 1 0 H02 2 2 /2r R R0 0
3 2
r2 r w002 2< < < <F r V q N q dr1 0 H0 02 2 2 /R R r0
4 2
r2 r w 200 2 2< < < <1 y dr F r V q N . 6.26 .H 1 00 04 2 2 /R r R0
 . Since r rR < 1r2 modelling assumption , we obtain with C ' 1r 1 y0
 4 4..2 r rR f 10
2
r w 20 2 2 2 22 2 2< < < < < < < <dr F Cr V q N F Cr V q CQ N , 6.27 .H 1 0 1 00 0 0 0 02r R0
 .and from 6.25
2
r u 2 20 2 2 23< < < < < <dr F 2 N q q r Cr V q NH 0 1 00 0 0 02 2 /r R R0
4Cr 4 2Cr 40 02 2< < < <F 2 q N q V . 6.28 .0 104 2 /R R
1r2 2 2
r r r1 V 1 u0 0 02w r F w9 r F 2 r dr q dr . .  .H H H0 0 0 2 /r r rR0 0 0
6.29 .
 .  .Straightforward estimates involving 6.27 ] 6.29 and accounting for rrR
 .< 1 give that ;c ) 0 'c independent on R, r or r F r such that0 1 0
2r02 2 22 2< < < < < <RHS of 6.19 F c N q N q r u r q c c r V . .  .  .0 0 10 0 a 0 0 1 0 0  /R
This implies
2 2 2< < < <1 y g y c N q N q 1 y c u r .  .  .00 a 0 0 0
2e r0 22 < <q y c r V s 0.11 0 1 /2 R
 .Taking c sufficiently small less than 1 y g and h such that0
r0
h ) 2c r s 2c Q r’ ’1 0 1 0 0 /R
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 .we obtain that N ' 0, N ' 0, V ' 0, u r s 0, hence by Proposition 1.10 0
the desired conclusion of Theorem 6.1.
7. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM
Combining the results of Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 5.1 we arrive at the
inequality
T
E 0 q E T q E t dt .  .  .H
0
T 2 2F C E 0 BT q b u q b w r dr dt ; where T ) T . . . HT 1 t 2 t 0
0
7.1 .
  . x  .Let S ' t g 0, T , u r G N ; S ' 0, T y S .A t 0 B A
From the hypothesis imposed on function f , we have1
2 2 y1f u r q u r dt F M q M r u r f u r dt. .  .  .  . .  . .H H1 t 0 t 0 1 2 0 t 0 1 t 0
S SA A
7.2 .
On the other hand, by the construction of functions hi




h r u r f u r dt F Th r u r f u r . 7.4 .  .  .  .  . .  . .H H1 0 t 0 1 t 0 1 0 t 0 1 t 0 /TS 0B
The same argument applied to other nonlinear functions f , i s 2, 3.i
In view of the above, the term BT can be estimated as
T
BT F C r u r f u r q V r f u r .  .  .  . . HT 0 t 0 1 t 0 t 0 2 t 0
0
qw r f w r dt .  . .t 0 3 t 0
3
TÄq h r u r f u r q V r f V r .  .  .  . .  . Hi 0 t 0 1 t 0 t 0 2 t 0 0is1
qw r f w r dt . 7.5 .  .  . .t 0 3 t 0 /
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Ä  .  . .Here h x s h 1rT x and we have used the monotonicity property ofi i
functions f . Denotingi
T
F T ' r u r f u r q V r f V r .  .  .  .  . . H0 t 0 1 t 0 t 0 2 t 0
0
rT 0 2 2 2 2qw r f w r dt q b u q b w r dr dt , .  . H Ht 0 3 t 0 1 1 2 t
0 0
 .  .we obtain from 7.1 and 7.5
T
E 0 q E T q E T F C E 0 F T q H F T , 7.6 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H T
0
3 Ä .  .where H x '  h x .is1 i
On the other hand, from Lemma 2.1
F T q H F T s I q H E 0 y E T .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .and from 7.6 since H is monotone increasing
E T .y1I q H F E 0 y E T .  .  .
C E 0 .T
E T .y1« I q H q E T F E 0 . 7.7 .  .  .  .
C E 0 . .T
Defining
xy1p x ' I q H .  .  /C E 0 . .T
we obtain
p E T q E T F E 0 . 7.8 .  .  .  . .
 .   . .Repeating the same argument on the intervals T , 2T , mT , m q 1 T we
obtain
p E m q 1 T q E m q 1 T F E mT , .  .  . .  .m
 .  .y1    ....  .where p x ' I q H xr C E mT . Since E mT is decreasingm T
in m, p will be increasing. Therefore, without loss of generality we maym
  . .assume that p does not depend on m it will depend on E 0 though andm
we can write
p E m q 1 T q E m q 1 T F E mT . 7.9 .  .  .  . .  .
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w xNow, we are in a position to apply Lemma 3.3 of L-T to conclude that
t
E t F S y 1 , t ) T , 7.10 .  . /T
  ..  .  .  .  .y1 .where S q q S t s 0, S 0 s E 0 and q x s x y I q p x . Sincet
 .q is an increasing monotone function, the ODE theory gives S t ª 0 as
t ª `.
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